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Five pronounce vows
-by Becky May
n Aug. 1, 2013 (birthday of St. Eugene
deMazenod), five novices made their
first vows at the Shrine of Our Lady of the
Snows, Belleville, IL.
Provincial Fr. Bill Antone was principal
celebrant as Bros. Victor Manuel PatricioSilva, John Albert Barrientes, Eugene Mwape
Mule, Sidney Sakala and Sergio Xavier
Gonzalez vowed poverty, chastity, obedience and
perseverance as Oblates of Mary Immaculate.
Among the concelebrants were Fr. John
Malazdrewich, provincial of the Lacombe
Province, and members of the novitiate staff: Frs.
Tom Horan, Jack Lau and Rudy Nowakoski.
Once the scholastics read and signed their
written vows before the Provincial and the Oblate
Continued on page 14
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Back, l-r: Frs. Malazdrewich, Nowakowski, Horan, Antone, Lau;
middle: Schol. Bros. Sakala, Silva, Mule; front: Schol. Bros.
Gonzalez and Barrientes

Province sends eight to WYD

E

ight pilgrims from Oblate parishes and institutions around
the U.S. Province gathered at the Oblate Renewal Center

in San Antonio, TX on July 16 for a day of
reflection led by Fr. David Muñoz, OMI.
The U.S. Province Youth Advisory Committee chose these eight young men and women to represent the U.S. Province at the International Oblate Youth
Encounter (IOYE) in Aparecida, Brazil and later at
World Youth Day (WYD) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The IOYE is a gathering of pilgrims from Oblate ministries throughout the world before WYD to
experience community, prayer, and reflection on the
Oblate charism. During WYD, begun by Pope John
Paul II in 1985, the young people take part in
catechesis, as well as other prayer experiences.
Continued on page 14

Preparing to leave, back: l-r: Jorge Cotto (Buffalo,
NY); Ernest Garrido (Brownsville, TX): Jaqueline
Fierros (San Fernando, CA); Amanda Flores (Roma,
TX); Trishia Briones (Laredo, TX) ; Front: l-r: Manuel
Gonzalez (Buffalo, NY); Josh Crank (Belleville, IL);
Jesse Rodriguez (San Fernando, CA).
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From the Provincial

Now that summer

2013 is quickly becoming
history, many in our
province find ourselves
somewhere other than we
were before the summer
began. It has been a
summer of transition for
many Oblates in the U. S.
province. Many have
literally moved from one
place to another. In some
cases, the transition may
mean receiving new
Oblates into our place of
ministry. We sometimes say, “A new
Oblate means a new community.” We
may also recognize the significance of
transition in our Church as we are
strongly challenged by Pope Francis to
leave our zones of comfort in order to
“go”, as he succinctly put it speaking with
the world’s youth in Brazil.
“Transition” means movement
and change. To be a missionary often

means living with one’s bags packed and
ready to go. In some cases, it may mean
“living out of a suitcase” and in others it
may mean “pulling up roots” in order to
transplant oneself elsewhere in order to
continue the mission and ministry we are
assigned to. It means adjustment,
entering into a new situation and culture.
In all cases, there is significant wear and
tear…not to mention a few tears shed in
parting.
I cannot begin to mention in
this column every Oblate who has
recently experienced some transition
over the last couple months! I do
recognize, though, that while some
Oblates make the headlines at times, the
vast majority of my brothers go about
their moves and new assignments without
a lot of notice.
Here are some of the Oblates
who have been on the road over the
summer months. Fr. Lawrence
Mariasoosai served for eight years as
pastor of a parish in Sparta, IL, and more

L-r: Frs. Juan Ayala, Joseph Benedict Aluthwatte, Ray Cook, Lawrence
Mariasoosai and Pauldass Selvaraj
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recently for one year in Midland, TX.
He now has moved to Eagle Pass, TX,
and will take the place of Fr. Pablo
Wilhelm as pastor of Sacred Heart
parish. Fr. Lawrence is 47 years old
and comes originally from the diocese
of Salem in India. He was ordained in
1997. He has one brother and four
sisters, and throughout his extended
family he can count 73 relatives, men
and women, serving the Church,
including 28 priests and one bishop.
With Fr. Lawrence coming in
as pastor, Fr. Pablo Wilhelm, who has
served four years in Eagle Pass, will
transition out and move to the Mission
Center in Brownsville, TX. Pablo
leaves a flourishing community at
Sacred Heart, people committed and
active in their faith, missionaries
themselves in an area of poverty and
need.
Fr. Pauldass Selvaraj has
also recently arrived in Eagle Pass, TX,
after serving two years at St. Stephen
in Miramar, FL. Pauldass, now
known in Eagle Pass as Padre Pablo,
is 37 years old, with three older
brothers and three younger sisters. His
parents are still living. He was born in
the small town of Anaiyeri in the state
of Tamil Nadu in southern India. His
sister recently professed final vows as
a Sister of St. Joseph of Cluny.
Pauldass entered the Oblate Juniorate
in 1992 and was ordained in 2004.
While in India he served both as
vocation director and pastor before
coming to the United States in 2011.
Pauldass joins Fr. Joseph
Benedict Aluthwatte and together
they will form a team for the parish
community of Our Lady of Refuge in
Eagle Pass. Padre José, as he is
called, was born in Colombo, Sri
Lanka. He has one brother and one
sister in Sri Lanka. He has been
Continued on page 3
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ordained 34 years and has been doing
parish ministry very generously for many
years in Pakistan and Chile. For over
a year and a half now, he has been
ministering in Eagle Pass with Fr. Jim
Loiacono.
On November 1, Fr. Jim will
take leave of Our Lady of Refuge parish
after ten full years of leadership. Like
Fr. Pablo Wilhelm, Jim has poured
himself out in his ministry, impacting
significantly not only the parish
community, but also the local and civic
community in this city on the Rio
Grande. Jim will be assigned to our
ministry in Laredo, TX, where both Frs.
Juan Ayala and Bill Davis are doing
full-time ministry.
I do not want to forget two
more brother Oblates from India. Fr.

Fr. Wilhelm introduces Fr. Mariasoosai to the Eagle Pass parish records.
Peter Antonisamy arrived in the
United States just two months ago. He
is 44 years old and was born in
Sozhampattu, Tamil Nadu, India, the

uriel Klosterman organized a day of prayer, We Walk By Faith, for
Twin Cities area Oblate Partners at Christ the King Retreat House
in Buffalo, MN on July 20. Standing, l-r: Rosemary Walsh, HOMI,
Fr. Jim Deegan, OMI, Sr. Brenda Rose, OSF, and Mary and Kevin Henseler,
MD. Seated, l-r: Len and Marge Busch, Bob and Muriel Klosterman, and Fr.
Lou Studer, OMI. Not pictured: Richard and Yoko LaBute and Artie Pingolt.
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youngest of 5 children. He has two elder
brothers and two elder sisters. He will
be assigned to Roma, TX, working with
Fr. Jim Erving.
Fr. Antonyraj Arumainathan
is an Indian Oblate who has been with
us in the U. S. province since 2010 and
is part of the Mission Center in Buffalo,
NY. He is pursuing an MBA at the
University of D’Youville. Antonyraj
worked for two years at Christ the King
Parish in Perrine, Florida.
We have been blessed by these
men from India and Sri Lanka. Certainly
we are blessed too by the presence of
Fr. Philip Singarayar who is from Sri
Lanka and served the U.S. province as
a formator for many years. Philip now
resides in Oakland, CA, and continues
to support the ministry in his area.
Among the passages that have
taken place over this summer, Fr. Harry
Schuckenbrock has made the move to
Madonna Residence in San Antonio.
Harry just turned 80 and has been
serving at Our Lady of Refuge parish in
Roma, TX, with Jim Erving.
Fr. Cornelius Scanlan, 84, has also
Continued on page 4
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Oblate cross transferred
-from Fr. Tim Paulsen, OMI

M

onsignor Bernard Gully and
the parishioners of Holy Spirit
Church of Big Spring, TX, donated the Oblate Cross formerly hanging in
the now-closed Sacred Heart church to
the new church being built for St. Eugene
de Mazenod parish, Brownsville, TX.
Rancher Kyle Clement delivered
the cross at no cost from Big Spring to Our
Lady of Refuge in Roma, TX. Here he was
joined by Roma parishioners, Luis Angel
Guillen and his two sons, Luis Angel III
and Alejandro in conveying it to its new location.
On July 23, Fr. Tim Paulsen, OMI
and Deacon Francisco Garza blessed the
cross in a simple ceremony.

From the Provincial
Continued from page 3
moved to Madonna Residence after
many years of service in San Angelo,
TX. Other than Bishop Mike Pfeifer,
Cornelius is the last Oblate to have
served in the San Angelo Diocese. I
am sure several books could be written
about the missionary experiences of
both Cornelius and Harry. They have
labored in out-of-the-way and out-ofthe-limelight ministries, principally in
Texas, for a total of 108 years between
the two of them.
We have relinquished our
responsibility for a number of parishes
over the summer in Florida, Texas, and
California. Fr. Ciaran Dillon retired
after 58 years of ministry and with his
retirement we left St. Rose of Lima
parish in Crockett, CA. where we
served for 60 years.
Fr. Antonio Ponce left his
ministry at Santa Rosa parish in San
Fernando, CA, and is now transitioning
OMI-USA - 4

L-r: Luis Angel Guillen, Jr., Deacon Garza, Kyle Clement, Luis Angel
Guillen, III, Alejandro Guillen, Fr. Paulsen

into a new ministry in Washington DC,
as he prepares to direct eventually the
province Justice, Peace and Integrity of
Creation ministry and office.
A significant transition has
taken place in Sarita, TX. After
forty years of developing the
contemplative-eremitical
community and ministry at Lebh
Shomea House of Prayer, Fr. Kelly
Nemeck and Sr. Marie Therese
Coombs, are handing an incredible
and beautiful ministry to Oblates
and others who will continue to
develop this special place on the
foundation they and others have put
down. Lebh Shomea, unique among
all our province ministries, has been
a gift to all who experience its
profound silence and peace. One
retreatant said to me in a whisper,
“Father, thank you to the Oblates
for having a place like this.”
The list of transitions could
go on and on. As Oblates we are used
to these moves. A few years ago, one

of our men who is now deceased told
me that his experience as an Oblate has
been that he would “put a brick down,
and the Oblate who followed him
would pick it up”. Besides hoping
that is usually not true, I actually
do not think it is true. In the first
place, the brick that has been laid is
often immovable! And if somehow the
brick is picked up, you can usually
notice that the same brick is laid again,
though perhaps at a slightly different
angle—and ready to receive another
brick!
All of that is to say, that
there is more continuity in our
transitions than we may think or
our pride may allow! May the Lord
of the harvest continue to bless my
fellow Oblates in their comings and
goings as missionaries. May God
bless the many communities and
parishes and dedicated people who
receive new Oblates and let go of
others.
-Fr. Bill Antone, OMI

Global Dialogue Prize
awarded to CRVP

A

t the opening of the World Congress of Philosophy in Athens
August 4, 2013, the Council
for Research in Values and Philosophy
(CRVP) was awarded the Global Dialogue Prize 2013 for its work promoting the philosophical study of culture and
values.
The GDP is awarded in recognition of superior research in intercultural
dialogue and value studies (by persons,
institutions, or organizations), as well as
outstanding achievements in applying
such research to promote the goal of
increasing intercultural understanding
and competence. The award primarily
honors research that, besides scholarly
excellence, also creates a tangible precedent of dialogical praxis.
The Council noted that the CRVP
has been in existence for over four decades during which it has grown to become the currently largest network for
intercultural value research, numbering
over 400 associated members from 65
countries. Since 1998 it has produced
over 150 workshops and conferences,
and published 300 volumes of scholarly monographs and anthologies on
values from a cross-culturally comparative or intercultural perspective.
“In awarding the GDP to the
Council for Research in Values and
Philosophy the committee acknowledges the work of all who, as a community of scholars, have realized the
academic and cultural achievements of
this organization.
“The committee wishes to
recognize and honor in particular
the outstanding personal initiative
and professional accomplishments
of Prof. George McLean who
founded the Council, has been directing it since it was established, and has

Fr. McLean (4th from right) met with a delegation from the Huazhong
(China) University of Science and Technology last May 2012.
served as the general editor of the book
series Cultural Heritage and Contemporary Change. Prof. McLean has
endowed the Council with irenic wisdom and a superior vision as a
praxis and a spirit that has many human faces.”

The Global Dialogue Council
is an independent institution consisting of international specialists in intercultural dialogue, who are academic lead figures and represent a
wide spectrum of cultural traditions,
working pro bono.

On May 17, Fr. John Staak,
OMI, Director of Mission
Research at the Oblate School
of Theology, represented the
school and the Council for
Research in Values and
Philosophy(CRVP) at Fu Jen
University in Taipei, Taiwan.
At the University’s 4th
International Fu Jen Academia
Catholica Conference, centering
on reflections on the Year of
Faith, Fr. Staak presented a
paper entitled
Freedom of Faith: Theological Hermeneutics of Discovery
based on George McLean’s Philosophy of Culture.
In November 2012, Fr. Staak successfully defended his
doctoral dissertation: Freedom for Faith: Theological
Hermeneutics of Conversion Based on George McLean’s
Philosophy of Culture. The work was published as a book by
the CRVP in May 2013.
The CRVP’s conference on Philosophy and Crisis: Responding to
Challenges to Ways of Life in the Contemporary World was held on
July 28-30, 2013, at the University of Ioannina. The conference on
Philosophy and Culture as Ways of life in Times of Global Change,
Aug. 1-3, 2013 was held at the University of Athens.
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Some Oblates have expressed concern
to me over the nature of the mission centers and how they are designed to function and also why some Oblates are
being assigned to these centers without
being given a specific ministry.
An essential component of the mission centers is for the Oblates assigned
there to discern together what their mission and ministry is to
be. The Oblates at the mission center, with some accompaniment by the provincial council and administration, can best
determine what the greatest needs of the particular area are,
how the talents and gifts and interests of the Oblates themselves “match” those needs and thus minister more effectively to the people in the locale of the mission centers.
All four of the officially designated mission centers
were chosen from places where the Oblates have been established for a long time. This is advantageous in terms of
some Oblates already being familiar with the area and with
the ministerial needs of the area.
As one Oblate in Buffalo, NY, aptly remarked,
“It is in the process of becoming an apostolic community together that makes the mission center happen.
The fact that the Oblates discuss together, pray together
about their ministry and vowed lives together and discern, in light of their gifts, talents, interests, the greatest needs of the area, that the mission center begins to
become a reality. The process itself is an essential component of the product.”
All four of the officially designated mission centers
have already begun this process and the minutes of their
meetings initially show a cohesiveness, but at times a struggle,
fruitful dialogue but at times disagreement, moving forward
but sometimes taking a step or two backward. What else
should we expect from men committed to the gospel, with
their own strong opinion of how that gospel can best be
preached?
Most importantly, their prayer and discussion together
gives clear evidence that these Oblates are relying intensely
on the Holy Spirit to lead them, they are coming to know
each other better, they are building up trust among one another that together, as one community united in Christ, they
will be able to continue some of the good ministry already
happening at these mission centers but also have the freedom to be able to reach out in new and daring ways to those
not yet adequately served.
It is in that freedom to vision together, in that freedom to allow Oblates at these centers the time and energy to
OMI-USA - 6

Please remember in prayer
our recently departed
Jessie Vasquez, 80, sister of Bro. Peter Vasquez,
OMI, died on June 14 in Brawley, CA.
Jean (Swenson/Bass) Dean, step-mother of Fr.
Mark Dean, OMI, died on June 13 in Scottsdale, AZ.
Helen Michels, 99, aunt of Fr. Ed Hauf, OMI, died
on June 17 in Chatham, NY.
Donna Morell, 59, sister-in-law of Fr. Billy Morell,
OMI, died on June 15 in Austin, TX.
Rita Rupiper, 100, mother of the late Fr. Darrell
Rupiper, OMI, died on June 19 in Carroll, IA
Fr. Armand Mathew, OMI, 90, died on June 22 in
Brownsville, TX.
Michael A Carral, a former Oblate died on July 5 in
Houston, TX.
Claire Pierce, 87, sister of Fr. William Sheehan, OMI,
died on July 13 in Marblehead, MA.
Martha Maes, 96, mother of Fr. Allen Maes, OMI,
died on July 18 in Chester, IL.
Frances Wilhelm, sister-in-law of Fr. Paul Wilhelm,
OMI, died on July 28.

make possible that visioning, that makes these mission centers new and exciting, and, most of all, affords these Oblates the hope to go among those least touched by the
gospel.
-Fr. Lou Studer, OMI

of the Zambian Delegation aided the
group while in Zambia as they traveled
to Lusaka, Lukulu, Mongu, Kalabo and
Kafue Park, visiting an AIDS hospice,
radio station Liseli; orphanages, a leprosarium and several parishes.
According to Artie Pingolt,
one of the
co-creators of
Oblatepalooza, “A participant might go
to Zambia and experience being a missionary, but the hope is that they come
home to the US and continue to feel
‘missionary’ in their lives here.”
The venture took six months of
preparation. Oblate Associates and
family members have made mission
trips in the past, but this is the first
designed exclusively for youth.
The group was asked to journal their daily experiences and reflect
VA) began the experience with a two- on their experiences.
day preparation by
local Oblates at the
provincial
headquarters in
Washington, DC.
Accompanied by
Fr. Billy Morell,
OMI, they then set
off for Zambia.
F r .
B a r n a b a s
Simatende, OMI

4 young men go on first ‘Oblatepalooza’

F

our young men kicked off the first
of what is hoped to become an
annual “Oblatepalooza,” as they
travelled to Zambia in June.
Funded by an anonymous
Missionary Oblate Partner, the
program offers young men and women
an opportunity to experience the
missionary work of the Oblates.
J.R. Bishop (Washington,
DC), Liam Kemmy, (San Antonio,
TX), Brock Lively, (Arlington, VA)
and José Weinberger, (Alexandria,

Above, L-r: Liam Kemmy; J. R. Bishop; Brock
Lively; Jose Weinberger; Charity (last name
not provided), director of the national museum of cultural and anthropology in
Lusaka, and Fr. Barnabas Simatende.
Left, L-r: Frs. Simatende and Ron Walker
(2nd superior of the Zambia mission and
founder of the Zambian formation program for the Oblates); J. R. Bishop; José
Weinberger; Brock Lively; Fr. Pat Gitzen (a
founding member of the Oblates in Zambia, currently superior of the Makeni Formation House); and Liam Kemmy.
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Alaskan teens
visit in Texas
By Rose Henry

O

ur Lady of Perpetual Help Parish
in Soldotna, AK, supported our
group of 7 teens through fund raisers
and allowed 4 chaperones to accompany them on a trip to Mission, TX.
We were hosted in Mission by
Our Lady of Guadalupe parish and Fr.
Roy Snipes. Albert Solis was our
guide and on site host at Kamp
Keralum on the banks of the Rio
Grande.
We spent a week helping to restore and clear the river bank that had
been “modified” by a flood several
years ago. We were able to clear and
reopen a boat launch and clear brush
from a pavilion.
While there, we were also treated
to a large helping of OMI history and
were able to tour several of the original
missions and chapels that were outposts
for the “Cavalry of Christ”.
We were able to put a very real
face on the problem of refugees from
Central America through meeting a teen

refugee who passed through our camp.
Coming from Alaska and having only
read about the difficulties and watching
on TV from our couches, it truly
changed our perspectives.
As always the Texas hospitality
was big and broad, Fr Roy treated us
to boat rides down the Rio Grande and
prayer service in the historic La Lomita

Summer intern committed to
justice, peace questions, tasks
Erin Chase, born and raised in San Antonio, TX,
spent July as an intern at the JPIC office.
Erin graduated from Saint Anthony’s, where he first
encountered the Oblates. He was very active in St. Anthony, working with Oblates and fellow students in organizing monthly community gatherings with the homeless.
He also served on the
music and organizational teams
for the students’ home-designed 3-4 day, Service and
Action, Love, Vocation, and
Evangelization (SALVE) retreat. Additionally he served
on the team for the local
ACTS retreats.
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mission chapel. We were also able to
attend a Mass at Our Lady of
Guadalupe celebrated by Fr Andy
Sensenig, OMI.
Coming from a parish served by
the OMI, we are grateful for your service and appreciated the opportunity to
gain a deeper understanding of the rich
history of your ministry.

While in high school, Erin became an Eagle Scout,
and received the Junior Oblate Cross and the Archbishop’s
Medallion for his commitment to service and Catholic devotion. He is currently a junior at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, CT, majoring in Religious Studies.
Erin is involved in a number of faith-based activities at
Wesleyan. As a freshman, he revived the Catholic Student
Organization, which provides educational and spiritual opportunities for faith development on campus. He also served
as an executive member of the Wesleyan chapter of Shining
Hope for Communities, a grassroots organization combating generational poverty and gender bias in Nairobi. Other
involvements are with the outreach team at Amazing Grace
Food Pantry in Middletown, and with the Middlesex United
Way, where he serves as the Special Projects Coordinator.
In his spare time, Erin enjoys songwriting, coffee, and learning about social entrepreneurship.

Oblate Partners visit
Congregation’s origins
by Fr. Lou Studer, OMI

S

everal members of the Missionary Oblate Partnership traveled
to Aix en Provence, France, in
June to participate in a program/retreat
called, “In the Footsteps of Eugene de
Mazenod.” I was privileged to be able
to join them.
Hosted by Oblates Joe La
Belle, Benoit Dosquet and Joe Bois
who opened the Oblate house in Aix to
us, we began our time together with a
brief introduction by Fr. Frank
Santucci, OMI to the life of St. Eugene and an outline of the days ahead
of us in Southern France. Frs. Santucci
and La Belle led us on this pilgrimage.
The morning of June 21st began with a visit to the Shrine of Notre
Dame de la Garde, on the coast of
Southern France, where a large golden
statue of “La Bonne Mére,” the Good
Mother, watches over the harbor. This
statue, set high on the steeple of the
church, was often the last sight Oblate
missionaries witnessed as they set sail
to minister for the rest of their lives in
faraway places of the world. Many of
them never returned to their homeland.
That afternoon we visited the
Cathedral of Marseille where St. Eugene lived as Bishop of that diocese and

Bob and Ruth Kusenberger, Bonnie and Frank Gittinger, Fr. Joe Labelle,
OMI, Muriel Klosterman, Fr. Lou Studer, OMI, Artie Pingolt, and Bob
Klosterman.
received anyone wishing to visit with him
from mid-morning to mid-afternoon.
We walked in his footsteps as he traveled these streets, visiting with the fish
wives, the street beggars, those in prison.
Most special for me was celebrating Mass in a side chapel of the
Cathedral where St. Eugene is buried.
On June 22nd, we visited the
town of Barjols, about one hour’s drive
from Aix, where Eugene and other
Oblates preached a parish mission in
November, 1818. A large cross with this
year on it still stands in the town center
as witness to this significant event.
We began June 23rd with Mass
in the foundation room of the community house in Aix. It was here that Eugene and his early followers first took
their vows and became Missionary Oblates. We then walked around Aix,
where a plaque marks the house in
which Eugene was born. That evening
we drove to the country outside Aix and
visited the Oblate community where

Partnership Annual Meeting
October 18-20 New York City

Oblate Brothers Eric Audo and Dominique Derrolin operate a spirituality center. We met a few of the pilgrims
staying there who helped serve a delicious meal for us.
We traveled to Avignon on
Monday and toured the castle of the
Popes where seven Popes lived in exile in the 14th century while Rome was
under siege. From Avignon we traveled
to the Shrine of Notre Dame de
Lumiére, a beautiful Shrine dedicated
to Our Lady of Light where five Oblates minister to the many pilgrims there.
The Oblate Partners, with Artie
Pingolt as the director and trip organizer, agreed that this time together
helped us all learn more about the life
and spirit of St. Eugene and the charism
of the Oblate Congregation. Spending
time in the foundation community of the
Oblates helped us capture some of that
initial fervor of those first Oblates who
went out from Aix and Southern France
and whose sons of Eugene currently
minister in 67 countries of the world!
Our Oblate Partners are an
important part of that ministry. In fact,
they make that ministry possible with
their generosity of prayers, talents and
financial support.
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O

akland, CA. Bishop Stephen
Barber, SJ was at St. Rose of
Lima parish in Crockett, CA
for a double celebration.
The occasion marked the 60th
anniversary of the pastor Fr. Ciaran
Dillon, OMI and the departure of the
Oblates from the parish, after 58 years
of ministry there.
Even though it has only about
350 registered families, the parish
community has strong involvement in
both a Women’s and Men’s clubs,
Social, Finance, Maintenance and
Stewardship committees, a large choir
and a vibrant branch of the Italian
Catholic Federation. St. Rose
celebrated its centennial in 2013. The Frs. Scott Hill, Bill Antone (in back), Ciaran Dillon and Bishop Stephen
Oblates began serving there in 1955. Barber, SJ after the Mass celebrating Fr. Dillon’s anniversary.
Fr. Dillon arrived in 1993.
rs. Camille Piché OMI and
Séamus Finn OMI (fourth
from right) participated in a
meeting on mining hosted by Cardinal
Turkson at the Pontifical Council for
Justice and Peace in Rome on June 7th.
Representatives of the mining
sector were joined by members of religious communities and the Pontifical
Council for Justice and Peace in developing a collaborative and inclusive reflection process on mining, taking into
account the challenges and opportunities that it presents to all stakeholders.

F

F

r. James Allen, OMI, imposes
hands on newly ordained
Daniel Janulewicz, OMI.
Bishop Gerald Wiesner, OMI,
Bishop-emeritus of Prince George,
B.C., ordained the newest Oblate of
Canada’s Assumption province on June
10, 2013, at St. Eugene de Mazenod
Parish in Brampton, Ontario.
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Sisseton, SD parishes
welcome Bishop Swain

O

n Sunday, July 7, Bishop Paul
Swain of the Sioux Falls Diocese joined Fr. Joe Hitpas,
OMI, Fr. Tony Dummer, OMI, and
the parishioners of Sacred Heart
Church, New Effington, SD, for a
1:00pm Mass celebrating the Centennial of the Parish (1913-2013).
The Oblates have served the
parish for some 90 of the 100 years,
having arrived in the mid-1920’s. An
outside “tent reception” followed the
Mass allowing the congregation time to
mingle and reminisce.
The Bishop also came to St.
Catherine’s Church on July 14 to
celebrate the Feast of St. Kateri
Tekakwitha.

Upper right, front, l-r: Fr. Hitpas,
Bishop Swain and Fr. Dummer at
the New Effington celebration.
Right, at St Catherine’s, l-r:
parishioners Teresa Peters,
Bernadine Gaikowski, Lillian
Owen, Bernice Hopkins, with
Bishop Swain.

F

r. Andrew Small, OMI afforded the
community of 391 a rare opportunity.
As Director of the Pontifical Mission
Societies, he recently acquired the religious
habit of the patroness of the missions, Ste.
Thérèse de Lisieux.
Prior to taking the relic for veneration
to dioceses around the United States, he paid
a visit to provincial headquarters.

Left, l-r: Frs. Subash Gomes, Thabang
Nkadimeng, and George Kirwin with the
relic after Mass.
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Anniversaries celebrated
by Becky May
n June 10 jubilarians from the
Northeast
Area
gathered
at
Immaculate Heart of Mary Residence in
Tewksbury, MA to celebrate their years of service
to the Church as Oblates.
Fr. Will Harvey, OMI, was principal celebrant for the opening Mass, at which Fr. James
Flavin, OMI, was the homilist. Both, celebrating
their 50th anniversary of Ordination, were among
some 18 jubilarians who were present of whom were

O
L-r: Frs Chester Cappucci, John St. Cyr, Joe Labelle,
Albert Martineau, Henri Delisle, Greg Gallagher, Luc
Sawyer, Gil Boucher and Leo Guilmette.
missionaries Fr. Leo Guilmette, OMI, from Paraguay, Fr. Paul Hughes, OMI, from Guatemala, Fr.
John Henault, OMI, from Haiti and Fr. Roger
Hallée, OMI, from Colombia.
After the Mass Fr. Flavin arranged for a friend
to fly in with his helicopter and treated several of the
men with a view from above.
At the end of the banquet, Fr. Lucien Sawyer, OMI, distributed a souvenir booklet he had put
together, offering memories of most of the jubilarians,
thus eliminating endless speeches and allowing the celebration to end at a reasonable hour.
-From website: omiusa.org

L-r: Frs. Paul Hughes, John Henault, Jim Flavin, Will
Harvey, Bill Antone, Roger Hallée, Norm Comtois,
Mitch Byeck, and John Hanley

Fr. Greg Gallagher, OMI,
(standing just to the right of the
banner) is President of the Executive Committee of the United
States Catholic Mission Association.
The Executive Committee has 5 members, and there are
8 more members of the board,
including two nuns and three
priests (Maryknoll, Jesuit, Missionary of St. Joseph).
(Picture from USCMA website)
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Hmong recognize ministry of Fr. Taillez in Laos, U.S.

O

n June 29, the Hmong
American National Cat holic
Association honored Fr.
Daniel Taillez, OMI with an
Appreciation Dinner in Milwaukee, WI
to celebrate his 50th anniversary of
ordination.
In the course of the celebration,
some Hmong teens presented a skit of
Fr. Daniel’s life, in which one was encircled by a cardboard car (he represented Dan) and another by a police
car and siren (he represented Daniel’s
traffic record)!
While in Laos, Fr. Taillez had
started a boarding school which accepted both Hmong boys and girls,
Christians and non-Christians. Many

of the alumni were at the banquet, and
would be talking in Hmong, and then
burst out in English “Be good boy” and
all would laugh uproariously. It seems
that was Daniel’s continual expression
to them when they were at the school.
An OMMI from Canada who ran the
school was given a place of honor at
the banquet.
In his remarks at the event, Fr.
Harry Winter, OMI, representing the
provincial, gave a brief summary of Fr.
Taillez’ ministry. Fr. Taillez was born
in the town of Lesquin in the Diocese
of Lille, France on August 3, 1936. His
family was very supportive of his calling
to be a Missionary Oblate of Mary
Immaculate. He was ordained to the

priesthood on March 17, 1963, and
received his first assignment, for Laos,
on May 13, 1963.
In 1966, he began to learn the
Hmong language. When Fr. Taillez arrived in Laos, there were about seventy-five Oblate missionaries
there, in two different parts of the
country, one led by Oblates from Italy,
the other by Oblates from France.
Among them were also a few Canadians, Belgians, and two Americans.
Fr. Taillez spent 12 years in
Laos, barely escaping with his life after
having witnessed and shared much of
the suffering of the Hmong at the hands
of the Communists (17 of whom, laity
and Oblates, are being considered
for canonization as martyrs).
After his escape, Fr. Taillez
spent a year in Haiti and was then
assigned to work with the Hmong in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN area. He
worked from the then-Oblate parish of
St. Mary’s in downtown St Paul. In
his 20 years, he baptized 515 Hmong
in that parish alone.
Since 2002, he has been
responsible for the Hmong programs
on the Catholic radio station Veritas,
broadcast from Asia, presently
Thailand, where he also works among
the Hmong. -by Fr. Harry Winter, OMI
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WYD Pilgrims
Continued from page 1
Our young adults came back
energized in their faith, and thankful for
the opportunity to share their faith on
an international level. The final Mass,
celebrated by Pope Francis in Rio de
Janeiro, was attended by a crowd of
over three million people – the second
largest gathering in WYD history.
At the July 16 retreat day
the group met to get to know each
other before embarking on the
roughly two-week youth pilgrimage.
They discussed such topics as the
meaning of pilgrimage; the history and
current efforts of Oblate Mission with
Youth including the Oblate youth encounters; the mission of the Church
in youth ministry; and some basic
knowledge and understanding of Brazil and its culture.
The pilgrims also gathered in
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament to
pray for missionaries in all countries,

Meeting new friends: l-r: Josh Gregory, Mayra Moreira, 2 Ecuadoran
pilgrims, Jorge Cotto and Jesse Rodriguez. -Photo by Jorge Cotto
maintaining a focus on the theme for
World Youth Day 2013 Go make disciples of all nations. At Mass, each
pilgrim was given a small replica of the

First Vows
Continued from page 1
Congregation, people gathered at the
Shrine Visitor Center for celebration.
Schol. Bros. Mule and Sakala,
from Zambia, will now continue studies
at the scholasticate in Cameroun, while
Bros. Barrientes, Gonzalez and Silva
will go on the the Oblate School of
Theology in San Antonio, TX.

Left: Fr. Raul Salas and Bro.
Pat McGee
Above, l: Frs. Elmar Mauer and
Bro. Barrientes
Above, r: Friends and
relatives at the banquet.
Right: Bros. Tom Ruhmann, Vic
Capek, Bill Johnson.
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Cristo Redentor statue, which is the
symbol of Rio de Janeiro, together with
a bookmark with a prayer to St. Eugene as a commissioning gift.

Theresa Gulash, Sandy Lukowsky, and
Dorothy Glass with Sidney Sakala

Oblate Associates support novices

L

ed by their chaplain, Bro. Andy Lawlor, OMI, the Oblate Associates
from Our Lady of the Snows Shrine in Belleville, IL gathered with the
novices and novitiate staff for an evening of prayer and fellowship at the
Guild Center at the Shrine on June 18, 2013.
At their September 2013 meeting, each associate chose the name of
one of the novices to correspond and journey
with during their novitiate year.
The gathering
was an opportunity to
meet and visit each
other in person. The
Associates visited the
Novitiate at the end Sr. Teresa Ganley, Sergio Gonzalez
Nancy Isselhard, John of June and celebrated with them as they professed First
Barrientes
Vows on August 1, 2013.

Sharon Brinker, Eugene Mule

Nicole Younge with VictorPatricio Silva

Having completed the Oblate
World Youth Days in Aparecida,
it’s time to take stock. How can
we do that any better than by
listing to the youth themselves?
They prepared a letter which they
wanted to send to those who
could not come. It is the best
expression of what they experienced in those days.
Read the letter at:
h t t p : / / w w w. o m i w o r l d . o r g /
content.asp?catID=3&artID=2171
September 2013-15

End Runs

√
As part of the vocation efforts in St. Paul, vocation committees
have recently been created in both St. Casimir and St. Patrick parishes. Fr. Harold Fisher, OMI reports that the function of the vocation committee is to assist the vocation director with vocation fairs and
mailings. The committee makes proposals of how to promote vocations within the parish. Eight people are serving on the committees.
√
The Le Moyne College Gold Wave will enshrine the Hall of
Fame Class of 2013 on Saturday, September 28th as part of John
‘Doc’ Joiner Homecoming Weekend. The Class of 2013 includes Sarah Reed-Dolph ’08 (softball), Francesco Riverso ’02 (men’s soccer), Rev. William O’Donnell ’65 (cross country & track).
√
Beginning with a “Whereas, The history of the Religious Order
of the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate dates back to 1906, as Father
Isidore Tresch was the first Oblate to consistently work in Midland, Texas,”
and continuing with a few more “Whereases”, W. Wesley Perry, Mayor of the
City of Midland, proclaimed June 30, 2013 as Missionary Oblates Of Mary
Immaculate Day.
√
More than a thousand pilgrims came from around the nation to the Shrine
of Our Lady of Grace Shrine in Colebrook, NH, for the annual blessing of
motorcyclesby Oblate Frs. Robert Levesque, OMI and Henri Delisle, OMI.
√
The annual Novena for Healing and Hope at the Shrine of Our Lady of
the Snows, Belleville, IL was celebrated from July 28-Aug.5. Oblate speakers
this year were: Frs. Chava Gonzalez, Ray Cook, Jim Brobst and Tom Ovalle.
To access an audio or video of each talk on your computer, go to:
http://snows.org/events/our-lady-of
the-snows-novena/

Adoramus te, Christe,
et benedicimus tibi,
quia per sanctam
crucem tuam redemisti
mundum.
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